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Play DSP Hit Songs Janatha Garage Geetha Madhuri, Sagar DSP Hit Songs Ramajogayya Sastry 4 minutes, 36 seconds 3.2 (28) Download Video 5 4 3 2 1 Related Videos Vijay Deverakonda and Rashmika Mandanna meet on the upcoming film Dear Comrade. Now team dear comrade is going to
attack in 4 ways. According to the latest update, the teaser of this teen drama Dear Comrade will be unveiled on 17 March 2017.  Vijay Deverakonda himself confirmed this message by sharing a poster on his Twitter and wrote: Telugu Tamil Malayalam Kannada comrades - are we ready? March 17. The
esteemed comrade is expected to hit screens on May 22. This means that the film will also have a simultaneous release in the four South Indian languages above. Written and directed by Bharat Kamma, Vijay Deverakonda plays the role of student leader. He will provide dialogues in andhra slang, while
Rashmika Mandanna will be seen in the role of cricketer. Touted to be an emotional drama, 'Dear Comrade' comes with the tagline 'Fight for what you love.' Vijay Deverakonda starrer Dear Comrade is bankrolled by Mythri Movie Makers, who have bankrolled a number of super-hit films such as
Srimanthudu, Janatha Garage and Rangasthalam. The film is to be co-produced by Yash Ragineni of Big Ben Cinemas.  He has music by Justin Prabhakaran. Telugu Tamil Malayalam Kannada comrades - Are we ready? March 17. pic.twitter.com/dEllWg6ecp — Vijay Deverakonda (@TheDeverakonda)
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